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The foreign language education is changing from english-centered because of
the development of many rising countries recently, which results in the growth of
importance of other languages. But dierentiate from english which is taught since
the childhood, a beginner is likely to be discouraged in many case because mastering
the characters of languages of rising countries is really dicult. Unfortunately, as
many education method is developed based on condition that users are already
understand the rules of pronunciation and able to read and write characters, the
method to solve this threshold is very few.
The main purpose of this research is to propose a serious game based solution for
this kind of problem which the existed method can not solve and evaluate whether
this approach is eective. We take the korean language as the target referring to
the popularity of the \Korean-Wave" in Japan during recent decade as well as the
diculty of mastering its characters called \Hangul" because of its huge dierence
from alphabet. In order to solve this problem, we try to make a system by combining
contents of Korean-Wave and serious game with the mobile device. Then evaluate
the system compared to old-fashioned ways. As a result, it is feasible to improve
the users' concern to Korean language and low the threshold of understanding the
korean characters, but still need to be improved in many parts as the system is
only a prototype. In the future, searching for the factors that will eect on the
users' behavior by showing them the existence of this system when they are highly
motivated accessing the web or original Korean- Wave contents, will be the next
task of this research.
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? 7.1: Fogg Behavior Model
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